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A Seamless Shape For HANIM Compliant Bodies Christian Babski*, Daniel Thalmann* Swiss Federal Institute of Technology A solution has to be found in order to keep the utility of a hierarchy and obtaining a seamless shape body without grouping all the geometrical information in one node. A seamless shape body deformed over time allows to ensure a surface continuity between body parts, whatever the posture, especially with those reaching joint limits. It can also give the opportunity of performing texture mapping over body parts without loss of integrity whatever the posture adopted by the body.



Abstract A standard for representing avatars in VRML worlds has been specified by the Humanoid Animation (HANIM) working group. Avatars based on these specifications are generally composed of a set of body surfaces, which do not ensure satisfying continuity between connected body parts. This paper proposes a generic method for performing real-time body deformations using JAVA and VRML. This method allows generating seamless bodies fully compatible with HANIM standard. CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: 1.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling surface representations, 1.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: ThreeDimensional Graphics and Realism - Virtual reality. Additional Keywords: VRML, Java, External Authoring Interface, Prototype, Script, Real-Time Deformation.



In the following sections, our algorithm to deform surfaces is presented in a general way in order to allow its application to any object based on a hierarchy. A specialised version is described to answer specific needs related to body animation. An application to HANIM bodies which makes the method generic and usable with any HANIM 1.1 compliant body is described more precisely.
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INTRODUCTION



GENERAL DEFORMATION



METHOD



There are many kinds of surface deformation methods for hierarchical objects. Some of them only need a hierarchy and a surface to deform [6] where others need more complex structures based on a set of successive layers [5] [ 111. Our goal is to obtain real-time deformation inside a VRML browser. This implies the use of a deformation model that supports the real-time constraint. Another aspect to consider is that VRML has its own structure of geometric information that does not necessarily fit the need of a deformation method.



VRML is now totally accepted as a standard for designing 3D scenes on the Web. VRML specifications [ 131 are largely diffused. By means of a classical web browser and an associated VRML plug-in [15] [4] that is able to deal with VRML scenes, 3D is as easy to use as 2D on the Web. The HANIM working group [8] has defined a generic implementation to represent virtual humans in VRML. By using prototyping [ 131 to define Joint and Segment [8] nodes, and the description of a skeleton hierarchy, it is possible to build HANIM compliant bodies. Until now, HANIM compliant bodies have been composed with a set of distinct geometric surfaces. The in-between connections are usually ensured by adjusting half sphere at each extremity [3] [lo]. The appearance of this virtual human representation is deteriorated each time joint angles vary from their default values. When an extreme posture is reached, the virtual body is no longer homogeneous. Connections between body parts are roughly represented and the texture map continuity is lost. VRML has its own way to organise geometrical data. Distinct set of points (i.e. stored in different geometry nodes [13]) can not be combined to generate new facets without duplicating points (referencing points from one geometry node and some others from another geometry node to form a facet is not possible). Carrying out a seamless shape has to take in account these specific characteristics for the organisation of geometrical data.



Our method to deform surfaces is based on cross deformation [7] which mainly consists in two steps: l Organising composed of embodied in parameters. l Orientating order to adapt



section



each surface in a set of contours, each contour the same number of points. Resulting surfaces are a VRML prototype [13] that includes a set of surface contours when the body is animated the body shape to the current posture.



in



These two steps are described in details in the following sections. The advantage of this method is that no information in addition of the geometric points is required to perform deformations, such as the one needed by FFDs [ 121, for example. Whatever its shape, an avatar remains a set of surfaces centred on a skeleton. The proper organisation of these surfaces in contours just implies to rearrange surface points without changing the shape itself. The method can be applied to any existing avatars by reordering points in our specific organisation.



* Computer Graphics Laboratory, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, CH1015 Lausanne, Switzerland {babski, thalmann] @lig.di.eptl.ch http://ligwww.epfl.ch/-babski/StandardBody/Deformation



2.1



Surfaces Organisation



Convention



As we are dealing with hierarchical objects (human body), they are composed of a set of distinct surfaces (usually as many surfaces as number of articulated joints in the hierarchy). The number of transformation used to deform each surface has to be minimised. Based on HANIM conventions, our convention is that these surfaces are properly oriented with respect to the hierarchy in the stand by position. The surface’s frame is parallel to the world’s frame, which means that the only transformation to position the surface is a translation. Expressing each surface in the same coordinate system as the joint to which it is attached (Figure 1) implies that the computed deformation will be applied only on extremities. The entire surface orientation is inferred by its
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position in the hierarchy, applied by the VRML plug-in when orientation values are changed.



Using an absolute index variable, whose variation can include part of a contour, an entire contour or several contours without dealing with index jump that could be due to a more chaotic organisation of the information. This approach avoids computing the point index at each step. Variation limits, which imply the calculation of indexes, are defined once, at the beginning of the loop.



l



As soon as we are talking of seamless shape, another possibility for surfaces organisation may be to keep the whole shape in a single surface. This approach solves continuity problems between each body part that are discussed below, but has the disadvantage of completely dissociates the shape from the hierarchy. It makes useless the definition of HANIM Segment prototype [8] that is supposed to contain each body part surface. Moreover, it implies that the deformation method has to affect the entire surface, relaying the hierarchy as an underneath structure whose only utility is to contain a set of information.



1P = CurrentCt x NbTotalPt + CurrentPt



(1)



with 0 5 CurrentCt < NbTotalContour and 0 I CurrentPt < NbTotalPt where I, is the index of the CurrentPt point, part of the CurrentCt contour within a surface formed of NbTotalContour of NbTotalPt points each. As body part surfaces are separated and attached to the Segment prototype, remaining in their own local frame, there is no possibility for making the connection between two parts by just composing boundary points to generate new facets. Continuity is ensured by duplicating points of the boundary contour meaning that the last contour of a body part and the first contour of the next one in the hierarchy are composed of identical points. The set of points is present in both surfaces (i.e. geometry node). At the deformation level, this contour has to be deformed by the same transformation in both cases (see next section, Figure 3). Surfaces organised in this way are stored in a specific prototype that contains all linked parameters such as the number of contours, the number of points per contour and deformation settings, accessible by the body designer, in order to configure the deformation process within the VRML code. This prototype is described precisely in section 3.



2.2



Surface Deformation



A joint is undergoing a new rotation, coded by an axis angle value (x,y,z$). The rotation is fully applied on the distal part (below the updated joint) by the VRML viewer (plug-in), as the proximal part (above the updated joint) is not moved by any transformation (Figure 3 top). The deformation process is carried out by locally dispatching the rotation on each limb. To ensure continuity between the two limbs, the same rotation should be applied to the first contour of the lower surface and to the last contour of the upper surface. As the first one already rotates by (x,y,z$) and the second one does not move, the average transformation is (x,y,z$/2). An interpolation is then performed on the angle value, starting from this common orientation to the orientation applied by the VRML plug-in (Figure 3 bottom). It is done in a particular way for each limb, according to its position with respect to the articulation :



Figure 1: A thigh (left) and a shoulder (right) in their local frame. In order to access geometrical information, it is more efficient to pre-organise 3D points inside the geometry node [13] than to perform an analysis prior to deformation process. Our convention defines that points should be organised by contour from top to bottom (Figure 2) and each contour being composed of the same number of points. Within this configuration, there are two ways for accessing a particular point : l Using a set of two indexes, one for the current contour and the second one for the current point within this contour. The absolute index to access the associated point inside the geometry node is computed at each step (1).



l The lower part : The initial rotation angle is 92 (P-P/2 = p/2) that is interpolated to 0 around a constant axis (x,y,z> over a given set of contours. The computed rotation is applied in the same frame as the current rotation. For a given contour CurrentCt composed of NbTotalPt points, in homogenous line matrix notation, the transformation formula is :



Y



P’i’Pi.MR



with: the initial point pi = (x, y, z,l) E CurrentCt 0 I i < NbTotalPt



Figure 2: Contour organisation in a body part surface.
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and



on the tinal result. This diversion can be avoided completely by performing the rotation of the contour around its centre instead of around the joint position. Nevertheless, such a solution implies recentering the contour around the axis of its associated body part by computing the distance between its new centre and the body part axis.



and: (I-co&)x* +coa9



(1-coss)xy+z.sin8



(1-cos&y-zsin9



(I-coss)y* +cos19 (1-co@)yz+xsinQ



0



(I-coss)yz+xsirS



0



MR=(l-cos6J)xz+ysinB



(1-cos@xz-ysin8 (1-coss)z2+cosB



0



0



0



0



1



is the associated rotation line matrix of the axis angle (x,y,z$) with 9 varying from 4312 to 0.



[l]



l The Upper Part : The initial rotation angle p/2 is absorbed to reach null rotation (x,y,z,O) among a determined number of contours. As these contours are in the upper part frame which differs from the final frame of the rotation (lower part), they have to be transformed in the final frame before applying the rotation according to the following relation in homogenous line matrix notation :



For a given CurrentCt contour composed of NbTotalPt points,



P’i= Pi’MT~MR~M~’



(3)



with: the initial point pi = (x, y, z,l) E CurrentCt



nomalised‘



.



and



0 I i < NbTotalPt the associated transformed point pYi = (x’, y’, z’,l) E CurrentCt ’ the newly oriented contour 1000 Mr=



0



100



0



0
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ABC1 with A = UpperPart_Tr_x - LowerPa.rt_Tr_x B = UpperPart_Tr_y - LowerPart_Tr_y B = UpperPart_Tr_z - LowerPart_Tr_z is the line transformation matrix from upper part frame to lower part frame in the World coordinate system. This is limited to a translation, and (1-co@x2 +co@ M = (I-cos@xy-asin@ R (1-cosB)xz+ysirSJ



(l-cosB)q+zsinQ



(l-co@kz-ysine



0



(1-corf?)ya+xsin8



(1-c0sB)~*+c099



0



0



1



0
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NbTotalPt-I



CPi NbTotalPt



APPLICATION



TO HANIM BODY



The generic method described in the previous section can be parameterised. The link between body part surfaces and the method is established by using a prototype containing the geometrical information plus a set of parameters that directly affects the way the surface is deformed at run-time. As deformation results are in direct connection with the way surfaces are defined and modelled, these parameters provide the ability to adapt the deformation process to any particular surfaces. The deformation is performed by a JAVA class through the use of the JavaScript Authoring Inte$ace (use of a Script node [13]) to retrieve needed pointers and catch events. The entire system is described in the following section.



Once the rotation of a contour is achieved, an adjustment of the position of the entire contour may be done. Based on the diversion due to the distance between the contour and the centre of rotation, which is the joint position, the contour (global position) can be corrected. The correction affects the position of the contour relatively to its original axis. It is computed using the movement of the centre of the contour before and after the rotation. For a contour CurrentCt composed of NbTotalPt points, the centre C is obtained by :



i=O



.zi”” ‘-”



Figure 3: Deformation Mechanism: transformation applied by the plug-in (left) and deformation performed by the JAVA class (right).



is the associated rotation line matrix of the axis angle (x,y,z,O) [ 11 with t3 varying from p/2 to 0.



C=



Cxv



nonalised



0



(l-cos@y* +cosf3 (1-cosB)yz+xsine



0



Axis Of Rotation



(4)



3.1



The DefBody Prototype



The diversion parameter Depending



movement is controlled through the use of a that partly or totally corrects this movement. on the articulation considered, it gives a better control



The basic geometrical information is embedded in a VRML prototype. Main parameters are linked to this geometrical
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l ExtrContour: the entire rotation should be applied on contours between 0 and ExtrContour. This prevents applying the partial rotation resulting from the interpolation on the first ExtrContour. It avoids loss of surface continuity between two or more segments (e.g. torso-shoulder connection). l FixedUpperDef: specifies the number of contours that should not undergo any transformation at the upper part. It implies that when a new rotation updates the associated joint, the reverse rotation is applied to those first FixedUpperDef contours. This is useful when the surface does not end exactly at its joint level, which implies that the local frame is partly embedded in the surface (shoulder case, Figure 1 right). l UpperDef: specifies the number of contours that are involved in the deformation of the upper part of the surface. The rotation to be applied is interpolated over this set of contours. This part is undergoing the deformation of the joint this surface is associated to. l LowerDef: specifies the number of contours that are involved in the deformation of the lower part of this surface. The rotation to be applied is interpolated over this set of contours. This deformation is due to the presence of the distal joint (the child of the joint this surface is associated to).



information in order to set a material or define a texture. These parameters are directly used in the implementation of this prototype, mapped to classical VRML nodes (Figure 4). PROTO DefBodyTex [ exposedField name "Def" exposedField SFVec3f translation 0 0 0 ambientIntensity 0.2 diffuseColor 0.8 0.8 0.8 emissiveColor 0 0 0 shininess 0.2 specularColor 0 0 0 transparency 0



exposedField exposedField exposedField exposedField exposedField exposedField



SFFloat SFColor SFColor SFFloat SFColor SFFloat



exposedField exposedField exposedField exposedField exposedField



MFString tex [I SFVecZf Textranslation 0 0 SFFloat Texrotation 0 SFVec2f Texscale 0 0 SFVec2f Texcenter 0 0



exposedField MFVec3f Points II field MFInt32 PointsIndex II exposedField exposedField exposedField exposedField exposedField exposedField



SFInt32 SFInt32 SFInt32



SFInt32



SFInt32 SFInt32



NbContours 0 NbPoints 0 ExtrContour 0 FixedIJpperDaf 0 UpperDef 0



LowerDef



This prototype is added to the classical HANIM hierarchy as a child of the associated Segment prototype. Verifying that the translation value of the DefBody prototype is equal to the centre of the Joint node is a means of checking the integrity between surfaces and hierarchy (Figure 5): if this is not the case, it means that the local frame of the surface is not the same as its associated node.



0



1 -Transform { translation IS translation children [ Shape { appearance Appearance ( material Material { ambientIntensity IS ambientIntensity diffuseColor IS diffuseColor specularColor IS SpecularColor emissiveColor IS emissiveColor shininess IS shininess transparency IS transparency ) # end of Material texture ImageTexture { url IS tex



DEF hanim_l_shoulder Joint { name "l_shoulder" ulimit r3.141594 3.141594 1.5707971 llimit [-1.745330 -0.349066 -1.5707971 center



0.167733



1.307871



-0.010780



children [ # --- Childrens of hanim_l_shoulder DEF hanim_l_upperarm Segment { name "l_upperarm" children [ DEF naomi_left_upper_arm DefBodyTex { name "l_upperarm_def"



i textureTransform TextureTransform { translation IS Textranslation rotation IS Texrotation scale IS Texscale center IS Texcenter 1 ) # end of appearance geometry IndexedFaceSet (: coord Coordinate I point IS Points } # End of coord coordIndex IS PointsIndex solid FALSE 1.74533 creaseAngle } # End of geometry



translation



0.167733



1.307871



-0.010780



0.341176 ambientIntensity diffuseColor 0.886275 0.67451 0.482353 SpecularColor 000 emissiveColor 0 0 0 shininess 0.5 transparency 0 NbContours 18 NbPoints 25 FixedUpperDef 3 UpperDef 6 LowerDef 3 Points [ ~. I PointsIndex



1



[ ... 1



j Figure 5: The left shoulder part of a HANIM hierarchy, with a Depody part definition as the Segment’s child. Translation value of the DefBody prototype is equivalent to the center value of the associated Joint.



Figure 4: The body part prototype and its implementation with parameters matching and deformation parameters (bold). This prototype ends with a set of six variables that are caught by the deformation class in order to parameterise the deformation of the associated surface. It mainly defines a set of zones where the rotation is applied in different manners :



By convention, the name field of the Depody prototype is the name of the associated Segment node followed by the _def suffix, except for the torso surfaces, where back or front is added (15Jront_def and 15_back_defi.



NbContours: specifies the number of contours that form the surface. * NbPoints: specifies the number of points included in each contour. l
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3.2



The Script Node



The Script node (Figure 6) gives to the deformation class a single pointer to the Humanoid node. Major field values are retrieved from the JAVA class through a single pointer to the Humanoid node as it is now safe to use Joint and Segment prototypes [8] instead of Transform nodes. This makes useless the presence of a static list of Nodes pointing to body parts with the USE statement [13]. The description of the Script node is very simple. Through the set of eventln lines, rotation updates are sent to the deformation class. The list of spine related rotation could be increased (or decreased) to the maximum (or minimum) authorised by HANIM specification [8]. The event name linked to spine deformation has to conform with the naming convention ‘hanim_nameDef in order to be recognised by the class. This spine events’ list also has to be in accordance with joints effectively defined in the body hierarchy.



Figure 7: The twist dispatching effect on a male torso: without (left), with (right) (see colour plate section). For all the above reasons, the torso is not split into horizontal subsurfaces (one joint, one surface), but the entire surface is attached to the first spine joint vl5 (which is the minimum configuration for the spine [8]). In order to allow easier texture mapping on the torso, the surface is vertically divided into two: back and front torso.



DEF DeformScript Script { # Update events



The torso deformation is entirely performed by the JAVA class. No contour is directly oriented using the hierarchy at the VRML plug-in level. A set of zones is defined in direct relation with the number of joints in the spine. Rotations are totally or partially applied to each zone. New orientations are buffered in order to group updates having an identical timestamp. At the level of each joint, updates are performed in two steps:



# Body Segment eventIn eventIn eventIn eventIn eventIn eventIn eventIn eventIn eventIn



SFRotation SFRotation SFRotation SFRotation SFRotation SFRotation SFRotation SFRotation SFRotation



hanim_sacroiliacDef hanim_l_shoulderDef hanim_l_elbowDef hanim_r_shoulderDef hanim_r_elbowDef hanim_l_thighDef hanim_l_kneeDef hanim_r_thighDef hanim_r_kneeDef



eventIn eventIn eventIn eventIn eventIn eventIn



SFRotation SFRotation SFRotation SFRotation SFRotation SFRotation



hanim_vl5Def hanim_vl3Def hanim_vllDef hanim_vtlODef hanim_vt6Def hanim_vtlDef



l Twist dispatcher: this function implies a repartition of buffered twist angles on previous joints. A rotation (x,y,z,O) including a twist applied to a joint jtl is detected by analysing the y value (which defined the amount of 8 rotation on Y axis). From the associated axis angle value (x,y,z,B), one can extract (O,y,O,8). It constitutes a rough estimation of the twist part in the full rotation (x,y,z,@. Nevertheless, as this value is used for preparing lower joints (ancestors) for an incoming twist on an above joint, it is precise enough in order to obtain the expected result (Figure 7). An interpolation is made on the angle value from the bottom torso to the last joint before jtl. l Classical rotation: local rotation first, then ancestors’ rotations. The local rotation is dispatched on a pre-defined set of corresponding contours in order to ensure a smooth transition over the entire surface. This interpolation is inhibited if dealing with contours above the ExtrContour (see previous section, Figure 4) contour, in order to avoid losing continuity with arms or neck, which are fully rotated by the VRML plug-in (due to their position in the hierarchy).



# Torso



# ... other spine joints eventIn if needed # - in accordance with joints defined in the hierarchy # ----~-~--------~----~~~~----~--# Pointer on the Humanoid Node field SFNode Human USE Bob url "BodyDef.class" 1 Figure6: The Script Node.



This script has to be associated with the body by adding it to the end of the definition of the humanoid. For reasons explained in the ‘Implementation Issues’ section (3.4), incoming update events must be routed to the JAVA class and not to the Joint rotation values.



3.3



3.4 3.4.1



Implementation



Issues



Events Management



The body is deformed when it receives rotation update events. The first way to manage events consists of forking event routes. The update value is routed to the Joint node and to the Script node in order to deform the body (Figure 8). Such a solution generates an inconsistency between the browser and the deform class. The browser updates its own internal representation of the Joint node that implicated the rotation of all its children. Among them is the body part representation that is deformed locally by the deformation class within the same time. Without a synchronisation system, there is little chance of the deformation process finishing before the browser has updated rotation values.



The 
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